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Abstract
With the ever-increasing P2P Internet traffic, recently
much attention has been paid to the topology mismatch
between the P2P overlay and the underlying network due
to the large amount of cross-ISP traffic. Mainly focusing on
BitTorrent-like file sharing systems, several recent studies
have demonstrated how to efficiently bridge the overlay and
the underlying network by leveraging the existing infrastructure, such as CDN services or developing new applicationISP interfaces, such as P4P. However, so far the traffic
locality in existing P2P live streaming systems has not been
well studied.
In this work, taking PPLive as an example, we examine
traffic locality in Internet P2P streaming systems. Our measurement results on both popular and unpopular channels
from various locations show that current PPLive traffic is
highly localized at the ISP level. In particular, we find:
(1) a PPLive peer mainly obtains peer lists referred by its
connected neighbors (rather than tracker servers) and up to
90% of listed peers are from the same ISP as the requesting
peer; (2) the major portion of the streaming traffic received
by a requesting peer (up to 88% in popular channels) is
served by peers in the same ISP as the requestor; (3) the
top 10% of the connected peers provide most (about 70%)
of the requested streaming data and these top peers have
smaller RTT to the requesting peer. Our study reveals that
without using any topology information or demanding any
infrastructure support, PPLive achieves such high ISP level
traffic locality spontaneously with its decentralized, latency
based, neighbor referral peer selection strategy. These findings provide some new insights for better understanding
and optimizing the network- and user-level performance in
practical P2P live streaming systems.

1. Introduction
Nowadays Internet P2P applications are very popular,
such as Skype-like VoIP [1], BitTorrent-like file sharing [2],
PPlive-like streaming [3], SETI@home computing [4]. As
a result, P2P traffic has become dominant on the Internet
today. According to the CacheLogic, today P2P traffic has
accounted for over 65% of the Internet traffic [5].
While these P2P systems have gained practical and wide
usage as well as having attracted significant attention from

the research community to further improve their performance [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], concerns have been
raised on the deficiency of the Internet resource utilization
in these systems, due to the blind design of their overlay structures without considering the underlying network
topology, which is often referred to as underlay. On one
hand, this increases the cross-ISP traffic and potentially
wastes a significant amount of Internet bandwidth because
some data transmissions could have been done more efficiently. As a result, P2P traffic is often constrained or
even blocked by some ISPs. For example, Comcast, a wellknown broadband ISP, has started to throttle BitTorrent
traffic since last year and made it impossible for subscribers
to provide seeding services in its network [13]. On the
other hand, for routing/relay based P2P applications that
are latency sensitive, blindly making connections between
peers without considering the underlying physical topology
may significantly degrade the user perceived performance
because two neighboring peers on the overlay could be far
from each other on the underlay, even could be physically
connected transoceanically. Transmissions between such a
pair of nodes are not efficient since nearby peers could
provide a better service.
To address this topology mismatch issue, which sometimes is also referred to as traffic locality, a number of
studies have been performed to show the potentials of
bridging the overlay and the underlying network. For example, Bindal et al. [14] proposed to improve the traffic
locality in BitTorrent systems via biased neighbor selection
enforced by packet control mechanisms on border gateway
routers. More recently, Ono [15] proposed to leverage the
existing CDN infrastructure to estimate the distance between
BitTorrent peers before making peer connections. P4P [16],
instead, aimed to provide a general framework for P2P
applications by developing ISP-application interfaces so that
application software can use the network layer information,
such as congestion status and network topology, for better
performance and resource utilization.
These studies have mainly focused on P2P file sharing
systems such as BitTorrent. However, the traffic locality in
existing P2P streaming systems has not yet been well studied
though P2P streaming contributes a significant portion to
the Internet traffic. In this study, we set to examine the
severity of topology mismatch in practical P2P streaming
systems by taking PPLive live streaming, one of the largest
P2P streaming network in the world, as an example. We

conduct a 4-week measurement of popular and unpopular
live streaming channels. Because most PPLive users are
based in China, we conduct measurements by placing our
probing clients in different ISPs in China and USA. Our
measurement results show that current PPLive traffic is
highly localized at the ISP level, with a simple decentralized,
latency based peer selection strategy through the referral of
directly connected neighbors. Details of our findings will be
presented in later sections, but the major highlights are as
follows:
• after the bootstrap, a peer in PPLive periodically probes
its neighbors to get a list of their neighbors, and mainly
connects to peers referred by these neighbors rather
than the tracker servers;
• overall, about 40%-90% of peers on the returned peer
lists belong to the same ISP as the requesting peer
for unpopular and popular channels, indicating the
requesting peer is more likely to connect with peers
in the same ISP;
• as a result, the major portion (up to 88%) of a peer’s
downloaded streaming traffic in popular channels is
served by peers in the same ISP;
• peers from the same ISP respond faster to the requesting peer than other peers do, and a peer always tries to
connect to the listed peers as soon as the list is received,
indicating a latency based neighbor selection policy;
• both the number of data requests to the neighbors and
their corresponding data contributions to a requesting
peer follow stretched exponential distributions. In particular, the top 10% of the connected peers provide
about 70% of the requested streaming data. Furthermore, the top connected peers have smaller RTT to the
requestor.
Our study shows that PPLive achieves such high traffic
locality at the ISP level spontaneously without using any
topology information and without any infrastructure support.
The decentralized, neighbor referral based peer selection
strategy leads to an iterative “triangle construction” [17] of
PPLive overlays, on which PPLive peers are self-organized
into highly connected clusters. These clusters are highly
localized at the ISP level and result in high traffic locality.
This overlay construction in PPLive not only eliminates
the “single-point-of-failure” in P2P networks, but also automatically resolves the topology mapping issue to achieve
high user performance and efficient bandwidth consumption.
In contrast, the tracker based peer selection strategy in
BitTorrent often causes unnecessary bandwidth waste due
to the mismatch between underlay and overlay. Although
the “tit-for-tat” incentive mechanism of BitTorrent is very
effective, the lack of knowledge on the network distances to
their neighboring candidates prevents BitTorrent peers from
connecting with each other more efficiently. Furthermore,
the performance bottleneck of BitTorrent trackers also limits the number of neighboring candidates a peer can get,
especially for large networks.
While the results show that currently PPLive has achieved

strong ISP level traffic locality, however, for unpopular channels, our results also indicate that efforts are still needed to
improve the traffic locality for more efficient P2P streaming.
In addition, our workload characterization also provides a
basis to generate practical P2P streaming workloads for
simulation based studies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some protocol details of PPLive we
used in this study. Section 3 presents the results from our
workload analysis. Section 4 presents some related work and
we make concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Overview of PPLive
PPlive is a free P2P-based IPTV application, supporting
both live streaming and on-demand streaming services. As
one of the earliest and largest P2P-based streaming system,
it provides more than 150 live streaming channels and attract
millions of online users every day [3]. Since PPLive implements a proprietary protocol and keeps updating its protocol,
the availability of its detailed mechanisms is very limited and
varying from time to time. In this section, we first describe
some of PPLive protocol information we obtained through
reverse engineering based on a large amount of local and
Internet experiments performed with PPLive1.9.
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Figure 1. PPLive bootstrap and peer contact
Once a PPLive client (and “client” hereafter) is launched,
the client will make several DNS queries to get several
servers’ IP addresses. One of the servers is the bootstrap
server, which is often referred to as the channel server as
well. Upon an initial contact from a client, the bootstrap
server will return the requesting peer with an active channel
list, which is shown as step (1) and step (2) in Figure 1. This
is to let the user select which program he/she is interested
in.
After a desired program is chosen, the client would
again query the bootstrap server for the program’s playlink,
and tracker server information to join the network of this
channel, shown as step (3) and (4) in the figure. The
tracker server stores the active peers for each channel. Our
measurement shows that there are five groups of tracker
servers, deployed at different locations in China. Typically,

the client would receive one tracker server IP address
for each of the five groups, respectively. It then queries
the tracker servers for active peer lists. Once the client
receives a peer list, it randomly selects a number of peers
from the list and connects to them immediately. Upon the
establishment of a new connection, the client will first ask
the newly connected peer for its peer list, which consists
of the connected peer’s own connected neighbors, then the
client would request video data from that peer. During the
playback, the client queries both the connected neighbors
and the tracker servers for new peer lists. However, different
from BitTorrent networks, where peers get to know each
other and make connections through the tracker only, the
tracker in a PPLive network mainly works as an entry node
for a peer to join the network. Once achieving satisfactory
playback performance through its neighbors in the network,
a peer significantly reduces the frequency of querying tracker
servers to once every five minutes. It mainly connects to new
peers referred by its neighbors in the network. According to
our measurements, a peer periodically queries its neighbors
for more active peers once every 20 seconds, by sending
the peer list maintained by itself. Upon receiving such a
request (with peer list enclosed), the neighbor replies a list of
peers it maintains. A peer list usually contains no more than
60 IP addresses of peers. These are shown as steps (5)-(8).
To facilitate timely transmission and efficient data sharing
among peers, a video file is divided into smaller chunks,
which may be further divided into smaller sub-pieces of
1380 or 690 bytes each.

deployed two clients in CERNET, a special ISP called China
Education and Research Network, which covers nearly all
university campus users. Similarly, we collect data from
two clients deployed on campus network of George Mason
University, USA.
In the 4-week data collection period, we have collected
more than 130 GB UDP data. Note PPLive mainly uses UDP
since April 2007 [19]. Analyzing packet exchanges among
peers, we extract information about each connection, the
peer lists returned by tracker servers and regular peers, the
actually connected peers, and the traffic volume transferred,
etc. For data requests and replies, we match them based
on the IP addresses and transmission sub-piece sequence
numbers. For peer list requests and replies, since a client
would send its own peer list when requesting new peer lists,
we match the peer list reply to the latest request designated
to the same IP address. To get the ISP information for each
IP address, we generate AS-Name information from our
extracted peer IP addresses using the IP to ASN Mapping
service provided by Team Cymru group [20].
In the remainder of this paper, we have the following
notations for ISPs. TELE represents ChinaTelecom, CNC
represents ChinaNetcom, CER is short for CERNET, OTHER
represents any ISPs observed that do not belong to the
above three ISPs. This includes smaller ISPs in China, such
as China Unicom Network and China Railway Internet,
labeled as OtherCN, and ISPs from other countries, labeled
as “Foreign”, since PPLive has a large number of users
outside China as well.

3. Measurement and Results Analysis

3.2. A peer’s downloaded traffic is mostly from
peers in the same ISP

PPLive supports both live streaming and on-demand
streaming. In this study, we focus on its live streaming
applications. In this section, we present our analysis results
from several typical workloads. Before that, we first briefly
present our measurement methodology.

3.1. Measurement methodology
The distribution of PPLive network is mainly in China
because the majority of its users are from China. Since its
protocol is proprietary, in order to measure the traffic locality, we have deployed 6 hosts residing in different ISPs in
China and 2 hosts on a university campus network in USA.
We use PPLive1.9 and have all these clients join the PPLive
live streaming programs simultaneously. PPLive currently
rates different programs mainly based on the number of
user accesses. Both popular and unpopular programs were
measured during peak and non-peak hours by collecting all
incoming and outgoing packets at the deployed hosts with
Wireshark [18]. The data presented in this study is collected
from Oct. 11th to Nov. 7th 2008, a total of four weeks.
For the two major ISPs in China, ChinaTelecom and
ChinaNetcom, which cover most residential users in China,
we have deployed two clients in each of them. We have also

In PPLive, a peer participating in live streaming obtains
peer lists from connected neighbors and PPLive tracker
servers during the playback. Once a peer list is received, a
peer will randomly select some peers from the list to connect
with and to request data from. Figure 2 shows the ISP-level
results when a residential TELE node in China was viewing
a popular live streaming program using ADSL, starting from
8:30 PM on Oct. 27 and lasting for a duration of 2 hours.
Based on [21], this is the peak time for PPLive users in
China.
Figure 2(a) shows the total number of peer IP addresses
obtained by this TELE host in two hours grouped based
on their ISPs. As aforementioned, upon receiving a request,
a normal peer returns its recently connected peers. Each
peer list includes up to 60 unique IP addresses. During the
playback, there are many duplicated IP addresses on the
returned peer lists returned by the same neighbor at different
times. This also applies to the PPLive tracker servers. In
addition, different neighbors may also return the same IP
address, and a normal peer and a tracker server may return
the same IP address. The returned peer IP addresses are
potential neighbors for a client to connect with. Figure 2(a)
clearly shows that the majority (about 100 thousands and
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about 70% of total) of obtained IPs in these two hours belong
to TELE, the same as our probing host.
Since a peer keeps requesting peer lists from connected
neighbors and tracker servers during the playback, Figure 2(b) further shows the number of IP addresses received
from different sources. In Figure 2(b), “CNC p” represents
the total number of IP addresses returned by regular CNC
peers, while “CNC s” represents the IPs returned by the
PPLive’s tracker servers deployed in CNC. Similar notations
are used for TELE and CER. Since PPLive does not deploy
tracker servers in other ISPs (to the best of our knowledge
through reverse engineering), there is no “OTHER s” shown
in the figure. This figure shows that most of returned peers
are from connected peers of our TELE host, not from the
tracker servers. In addition, there are only a few active
CER users in entertainment streaming around this time. The
results indicate that the tracker servers are databases of active
peers rather than for locality.
While Figures 2(a) and (b) show the potential locality of
our TELE host, the up of Figure 2(c) shows the number of

data transmissions between our TELE host and connected
peers in different ISPs, and the bottom of Figure 2(c) shows
the streaming data downloaded from peers in different ISPs.
A data transmission consists of a pair of data request and
reply. In two hours, we observe that most (over 85%) of
the data transmissions to our TELE host are from peers in
the same ISP, and more than 85% of the streaming data (in
number of bytes) requested by our TELE host is actually
uploaded by TELE peers, indicating strong traffic locality at
the ISP level in popular programs.
Figure 2 shows the locality in a popular PPLive program.
In an unpopular program, it is likely that the peer locality
and traffic locality may not be as good as these in a popular
program. Figure 3 further shows the ISP-level results when
our another TELE host was watching an unpopular program
at the same time.
In sharp contrast to Figures 2(a), for this unpopular
program, the number of returned peers from TELE and CNC
are comparable, as shown in Figure 3(a), and the number
from CNC is even a bit larger. However, in Figure 3(c), we
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find that about 55% of data transmissions to this TELE peer
are still from TELE peers, and about 55% of the downloaded
streaming traffic is served by TELE peers, while the traffic
downloaded from CNC peers is much smaller, about 18%.
The results show that although in unpopular programs with
fewer active peers, the traffic locality is still remarkably high.
Figure 3(b) shows the number of returned peers from
tracker servers and normal peers. The figure again confirms
that a peer often gets most peer lists from neighbors instead of the tracker servers. Observing the situation from
“CNC p” and “TELE p”, we find that a peer often returns
a peer list on which most peers belong to the same ISP as
the replier. Since a normal peer returns peers that they have
connected with, this implicitly indicates that peers tend to
connect to peers in the same ISP, which would expectantly
result in high ISP level traffic locality.
Above results show the high traffic locality when viewing
PPLive programs in China. In order to examine the situation
outside of China, we also have our probing hosts to view
the same popular and unpopular programs in USA.
Figure 4 shows the results when our university host,
also referred to as the Mason host hereafter, was viewing
the same popular program. Compared with Figure 2(a),
Figure 4(a) shows that more peers on the returned lists are
from the Foreign category. In addition, as our node is neither
a CNC node nor a TELE node, the numbers of returned peer
IPs from CNC and TELE are comparable. While this shows
the potential locality, Figure 4(c) shows the actual locality. It
shows that over 55% of the data transmissions to our host is
from “Foreign” peers, and over 57% of the traffic is uploaded
from “Foreign” peers. On the other hand, Figure 4(b) clearly
shows that peers in CNC and TELE returned over 75% of
IP addresses belonging to their same ISPs. Even the peers
in OTHER return considerably more IP addresses belonging
to the OTHER category.
Figure 5 shows the results when our Mason host was
viewing the same unpopular program. While Figure 5(a)
and Figure 5(b) indicate comparable trends as Figure 4(a)
and Figure 4(b), the data transmissions requested by our
Mason host are mainly to CNC peers, which also results in
the most of requested streaming data being uploaded from
CNC peers. We believe the reason is that there are too few
“Foreign” peers watching this unpopular program.
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Figure 6. The traffic locality in four weeks

Figure 6 further shows the traffic locality in terms of the
percentage of traffic served from peers in the same ISP to our
measuring peers in the four weeks. Since we have deployed
two clients in each of shown ISPs (the peers in CER are
not very active and we thus omit them), the figure shows
the average of two concurrent measuring results. While the
measurement results from China do not vary much, the
results measured from Mason vary significantly even for the
popular program because the popular program in China is
not necessarily popular outside China.
The above measurement results suggest strong traffic
locality in PPLive, particularly for popular programs. For
unpopular programs, both China hosts and USA hosts have
worse traffic locality. We believe this is mainly due to the
un-availability of active peers in the same ISP watching the
same unpopular program at the same time.

3.3. Peers in the same ISP respond faster to a
requestor
The previous subsection indicates strong traffic locality,
which can reduce cross-ISP traffic and improve the network
resource utilization. However, how such high traffic locality
is achieved is not clear. Since a client immediately makes
new connections once it receives a returned peer list, we
want to study whether peers in the same ISP would return
the peer list faster than peers in a different ISP, and thus
leads to traffic locality at the ISP level.
Figure 7 shows the response time to each of our TELE
host’s peer-list request in two hours along the playback.
In these figures, the y-axis represents the response time in
seconds, while the x-axis represents each request along time.
The response time is defined as the duration from the time
when our host sends the request to the time when the reply
arrives. The response time could be affected by a number of
factors, such as network congestion, the connected peer’s
load and uploading bandwidth, application layer queuing
delay. Overall, the response time is a good indicator on how
fast the peer list could be delivered to our host. In order
to examine whether the response time has any relation with
the ISP level traffic locality, we separate the replies into
three groups based on the replying peer’s ISP, i.e., replies
from peers in TELE, CNC, and OTHER along time. Since
there are not many CER peers involved, we combine CER,
OtherCN and Foreign peers together in the OTHER category.
When calculating the average response time, we count all
response time values. But we only show those smaller than 3
seconds in figures for better visual comparisons. Comparing
Figures 7 (a), (b), and (c), we can see that on average, the
response time from TELE peers is 1.1482 seconds, much
shorter than that of CNC peers with an average of 1.5640
seconds. But it is close to the average response time, 0.9892
seconds, of OTHER peers. However, it is noticeable that at
the beginning of the playback, about 500 peer list requests
were replied in less than one second from TELE peers while
it often took more than one second to get replies from
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OTHER peers. The prolonged response time of TELE peers
after this initial stage is likely due to the popularity of this
program: with more users joining the program along the time
after it was started, the load on each participating TELE peer
increased and thus the replies took longer time. The situation
changed again when the playback approached the end with
users gradually leaving this channel.
When our TELE host was viewing the unpopular program,
Figure 8 shows the corresponding response time results.
The average response times of peers from three groups
are 0.7168, 0.8466, and 0.9077 seconds for TELE, CNC,
and OTHER, respectively. While we can still observe the
response time of TELE peers is smaller than that of CNC
peers, however, it is also clear that the latency difference
is reduced, if compared with Figure 7, because this is an
unpopular program with a fewer number of viewers. In
addition, compared with Figure 8(a), Figure 7(a) also shows
a higher average response time. This confirms that due to
more peers in the popular program, a larger packet queuing
delay would be expected.
When our Mason nodes were watching the same popular
and unpopular programs, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show
the corresponding results. As our Mason nodes belong to
OTHER, we can observe for this popular program, the

average response time of OTHER peers is 0.2506 seconds,
smaller than those of TELE and CNC peers, with an
average of 0.3429 and 0.3733 seconds, respectively. Overall,
the latency difference is still pronounced enough to make
difference in peer connections.
For the unpopular program, OTHER peers also respond
much faster than TELE peers and CNC peers, as shown
in Figure 10, with an average of 0.4690 seconds, 0.5057
seconds, and 0.6347 seconds, respectively. As fewer peers
are viewing this program, our Mason node has fewer choices
in neighbor selection. Therefore, we can observe a larger
average response time from different groups when compared
with those in Figure 9. Note that we have also observed a
non-trivial number of peer-list requests were not answered.
Table 1. Average response time (s) to data requests

TELE-Popular
TELE-Unpopular
Mason-Popular
Mason-Unpopular

TELE Peers
0.7889
0.5165
0.1920
0.5805

CNC Peers
1.3155
0.6911
0.1681
0.3589

OTHER Peers
0.7052
0.6610
0.1890
0.1913

While the above results about the response time to the

peer-list requests of our probing peers show that the response
latency indeed impacts how peers are connected with each
other, thus leading to traffic locality, Table 1 further shows
the average response time to our probing host’s data requests. The second row in the table shows the results when
our TELE host was viewing the popular program. We can see
that the average response time of TELE peers is significantly
less than that of CNC peers. Although it is a bit smaller than
OTHER peers as well, this is due to the increased latency in
the middle of the playback, similar to what we have observed
in Figure 7(a). Because more TELE peers were viewing the
program, the load on TELE peers is likely to be more than
that on OTHER peers.
When our TELE node was viewing the unpopular channel,
the third row in the table shows the average data request
response time. We can see for this unpopular program (and
thus fewer viewers) TELE peers respond faster than CNC
peers and OTHER peers. Compared with the results when
the popular program was viewed, this indicates that the
program popularity plays a role in the response time.
When the Mason node was viewing the popular program,
the average response time from OTHER peers is 0.1890
seconds, smaller than that of TELE peers, but not as small as
that of CNC peers. On the other hand, when it was viewing
the unpopular program, OTHER peers respond faster than
both TELE and CNC peers significantly.
The response time to data requests further confirms that
peers in the same ISP tend to respond faster, causing high
ISP level traffic locality as we have observed before.

tailed properties, we further fit them with the well-known
Zipf distribution. The Zipf distribution can be expressed as
yi ∝ i−α (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where yi is the value, i is the
rank, and α is a constant. In log-log scale, a distribution
following a Zipf-like distribution would be a straight line.
Figure 11(b) shows our fitting result. In this figure, the xaxis is in log scale, representing rank of unique peers ordered
by the number of received data requests from our host. The
right y-axis is in log scale, representing the corresponding
number of data requests. As shown in the figure, it significantly deviates from a straight-line , indicating that the
data request number distribution does not follow a Zipflike distribution. Instead, it can roughly be fitted with a
stretched exponential distribution as shown by the left yaxis in powered (by a constant c) scale in Figure 11(b).
In the figure, R2 , the coefficient of determination of the
fitting, and the corresponding parameters of the stretched
exponential distribution are shown in the figure as well. We
call the combination of log scale in x-axis and powered scale
in y-axis as the stretched exponential (SE) scale.
The stretched exponential distribution has been used to
characterize many natural and economic phenomena, as well
as the access patterns of Internet media traffic [22]. Its
corresponding CCDF function is a Weibull function. If we
rank the n elements in a data set in descending order of the
data value xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we have P (X ≥ xi ) = i/n.
Substitute xi for yi , the rank distribution function can be
expressed as follows
yic = −a log i + b (1 ≤ i ≤ n),

(1)

3.4. Top 10% of the connected peers provide most
of the requested traffic

where a = xc0 and b = y1c . Thus, the data distribution is a
straight line in log-y c plot. If we assume yn = 1, we have

At the ISP-level, our measurement results have shown that
most of data transmission requests made by our measuring
hosts are to peers in the same ISP. In this subsection,
we further examine how these requests are distributed. In
particular, we are interested in if the connected peers have
made similar contributions to our hosts during the playback.
Figure 11(a) shows the number of unique peers that have
been connected for data transferring in the two hours when
our TELE host was viewing the popular program. The result
indicates that only 326 unique peers were connected for
data transmissions, among which over 74% are from TELE,
indicating a highly localized peer cluster at the ISP level.
Note that on the returned peer list, there are a total of
3812 unique peer IPs, among which only fewer than 9%
are actually used, indicating peers are highly connected with
each other during the playback.
Since the number of connected unique peers is very
limited compared with the number of data transmissions that
have been done (see Figure 2(c)), we are interested in how
these data requests are made to each of these 326 peers.
Figure 11(b) shows the number of data request distribution
made by our host to each of these unique peers. Since the
number of data requests made by our host show some heavy

b = 1 + a log n.

(2)

Figure 11(c) further shows the CDF of data contribution
made by these peers to our host. As shown in this figure,
the top 10% of the connected peers uploaded over 73%
of the streaming traffic to our host during the two hours.
Correspondingly, the contribution distribution can also be
well fitted with a stretched-exponential distribution. We omit
the fitting results for this and subsequent three workloads
due to page limit.
Figure 12 shows the results when our TELE node was
viewing the unpopular program. For this unpopular program,
a total of 226 unique peers have been connected for data
transmissions while there are a total of 463 unique IPs
on returned peer lists. Figure 12(a) shows that 50% of the
connected peers are from TELE as well. Our TELE node actually made about 67% of its data requests to the top 10% of
the connected peers for data transmissions when viewing this
unpopular program. Also shown in Figure 12(b), the number
of data request distribution does not follow a power-law
distribution, but a stretched-exponential one. Figure 12(c)
further shows CDF of the traffic contribution of these peers.
Similarly, the top 10% of the connected peers have uploaded
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Figure 11. Connections and
contributions to the ChinaTELE node viewing the popular program

Figure 12. Connections and
contributions to the ChinaTELE node viewing the unpopular program

about 67% of the total streaming data to our host in the two
hours.
Figure 13 shows the results when our Mason node was
viewing the same popular program. Among the total of 233
peers that have been connected for data transmissions, 58
are from “Foreign”, same as our Mason host. Although it is
still fewer than the number (93) of TELE nodes, it is still
a very high number considering there are significantly more
viewers in China. In addition, compared with the total 3964
unique IPs from the peer lists, the result indicates a highly
localized peer cluster. For this viewing, 86% of the data
requests were made to the top 10% of the connected peers
and Figure 13(b) shows that such a distribution can be well
fitted by a stretched-exponential model, instead of a powerlaw one. Figure 13(c) further shows the peer’s contribution
distribution. As shown in the figure, the top 10% of the
connected peers uploaded over 82% of the data during the
two hours to our host.
Figure 14 shows the result when our Mason node was
instructed to view the same unpopular program. Not surprisingly, for this unpopular program, among the 89 peers that

Figure 13. Connections and
contributions to the USAMason node viewing the
popular program

Figure 14. Connections and
contributions to the USAMason node viewing the unpopular program

have been connected, Figure 14(a) shows that only 10 are
from “Foreign”, which is much smaller than 31 and 45 from
TELE and CNC, respectively. These 89 peers account for
20% (89/429) of the unique peers on the returned peer list.
Figure 14(b) shows that the number of requests from these
peers can still be well fitted with a stretched-exponential
distribution, instead of a power-law model. Figure 14(c)
shows that during these two hours, the top 10% of the
connected peers have uploaded over 77% of the streaming
traffic to our host.
These results suggest that (1) the data requests made by a
peer to different neighbors also have high locality, resulted
from the highly localized (at the ISP level) and highly
connected peer clusters in PPLive; (2) the number of data
requests follows a stretched exponential distribution. Thus,
to speedup downloading and maintain a smooth playback,
it might be worth caching these top 10% of neighbors
for frequent data transmissions; (3) the high data request
locality leads to the peer’s contribution distribution following
a stretched exponential distribution as well, with top 10%
of the connected peers contributing most of the requested
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streaming traffic.

3.5. Top connected peers have smaller RTT to the
requestor
The last subsection shows that at a peer level, the data
requests made by a peer also have strong locality. Inside the
same ISP, there are many peers available. We are interested
in why some peers are connected more frequently for data.
As the RTT is one of the intuitive metric, we extracted
the RTT from our workloads based on all data transmissions
involved each peer. Since what we extract are application
level latency, we take the minimum of them as the RTT
estimation. Figure 15 shows the number of data requests
vs. RTT to each involved peer when our TELE node was
viewing the popular program. In this figure, the x-axis represents the rank of connected peers, ordered by the number
of data requests from our host, the left y-axis represents the
corresponding request number in log scale, while the right yaxis represents the corresponding RTT of these peers to our
host in log scale. Further, we fit the RTT in log scale using
the least squares fitting. The correlation coefficient between
the logarithm of the number of requests and the logarithm
of RTT is -0.654, indicating they have negative correlation
with each other. We can observe from this figure that the
most frequently connected peers tend to have smaller RTT
to our TELE node.
Figure 16 shows the corresponding results when our
TELE node was viewing the unpopular program. Again,
Figure 16 shows that the top connected peers have smaller
RTT to our TELE node. Compared with Figure 15, the
correlation is less significant, but still prominent, as reflected
by the correlation coefficient of -0.396.
When our Mason node was viewing the popular program,
Figure 17 shows the corresponding results. Consistent with
what we have observed in Figure 15, the results show top
connected peers tend to have smaller RTT values to our
Mason node and the correlation coefficient is similar to that
in Figure 15. Figure 18 shows the results when our Mason
node was viewing the unpopular program. As expected, we
can see that the top connected peers have smaller RTT values
but the correlation between them is less pronounced.

Because RTT (or the hops) is commonly used as an
estimation of the proximity and has been demonstrated to
be effective [15], the above results show that in PPLive,
using a simple latency based strategy when connecting with
peers, a PPLive client can also achieve high traffic locality
without directing measuring RTT or using other topology
information for peer selection.
Summary of Measurement Results: While we did not show
the workload details from other days due to page limit, our
analysis shows a strongly consistent trend. Through a 4week measurement, we find that streaming traffic in PPLive
is highly localized at the ISP level. But this is achieved without any special requirement. Instead, it is simply because a
PPLive client uses a decentralized, latency based, neighbor
referral policy when selecting peers to connect with. As a
result, this automatically addresses the topology mismatch
issue to a large extent. Such an approach can be considered
in other P2P applications for both user- and network-level
performance.

4. Related Work
P2P applications have now contributed for more than half
of the Internet traffic due to their inherent scalability and
superior user performance. Among these P2P applications,
file sharing and streaming are major traffic sources because
both of them often involve large file transferring. In parallel
to such trends, concerns have been raised about their inefficient Internet resource utilization due to the topology
mismatch between P2P overlay and underlying network
layer. As BitTorrent traffic accounts for more than 30%
of Internet traffic today [5], recently, a number of studies
have examined the topology mismatch and have proposed
solutions to address them, such as Ono [15] and P4P [16].
On the other hand, P2P streaming applications are gaining increasing popularity. Different from P2P file sharing,
P2P streaming applications often have more stringent QoS
requirements. Some early studies have examined the user
performance of PPLive via measurement utilizing both passive sniffing and active probing [21], [23], [24], [25]. While
most of the above measurements were conducted in Europe
and USA, our work is based on the real playback traces

captured in both China, where the majority of PPLive users
are located, and USA. Recently, Wu et al. investigated P2P
streaming topologies in UUSee [26] and found only about
40% of total connected peers are from the same ISP as
the observing peer, while our non-intrusive measurement
found quite different results in PPLive. With the increasing
popularity of PPLive, PPLive overlay networks keep evolving and demand new studies from time to time, given a
significant number of Internet users actively participating in
its networks. Most recently, Huang et al. have conducted
a large scale measurement to study the PPLive based ondemand streaming [27], but still, the traffic locality issue
in P2P streaming applications was not studied. Work [28]
aimed to have full ISP awareness to constrain P2P traffic
within ISP boundaries. However, this is under the assumption that the tracker server maintains the ISP information for
every available peer on the overlay, while according to our
measurements, peers in PPLive self-organize into a network
with high traffic locality at the ISP level spontaneously
without using any topology information and without any
infrastructure support.

5. Conclusion
With the ever-increasing P2P traffic on the Internet, both
industry and the research community are seriously concerned
about the deficiency of Internet resource utilization in P2P
applications due to the topology mismatch of the P2P
overlay and the underlying network. In this work, we study
the traffic locality in PPLive, a popular P2P live streaming
system via measurements. The analysis results show that
the live streaming traffic in PPLive is highly concentrated
at the ISP level with a simple decentralized, latency based,
neighbor referral peer selection policy, without using any
topology information and without requiring any infrastructure support. Our study provides some new insights for better
understanding and optimizing the network- and user-level
performance in practical P2P live streaming systems.
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